MY HERO is used by a community of more than 35,000 registered educators worldwide. Students can view inspiring stories and share their own on classroom pages. Connect with educators and students from around the world, find lesson plans, digital storytelling tools and a robust multimedia library.

TELL THE WORLD ABOUT YOUR HERO.
Use our digital storytelling tools to share your inspiring media with our audience of visitors from around the world. It’s simple: just follow the prompts in the MY HERO create program to put your hero story, film, art, or audio online! Tutorials available online.

CLASSROOM TOOLS & OPPORTUNITIES
MY HERO’s educators’ section brings a variety of opportunities for you, your classroom and your students. If you're new, you'll find the Educators’ Guide and tutorials as a good place to start. To explore further, check out the library, calendar, lesson plans and more!

We invite people of all ages to share their original works with our global community. MY HERO will not publish anything that promotes hatred, violence or prejudice. As a child-friendly website, we are dedicated to cultivating peace, tolerance and diversity.

Create an educator account at myhero.com/register